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Abstract. Modern nanophotonics has witnessed the rise of “electric anapoles”, destructive interferences of 

electric dipoles and toroidal electric dipoles, actively exploited to cancel electric dipole radiation from 

nanoresonators. However, the inherent duality in Maxwell equations suggests the intriguing possibility of 

“magnetic anapoles”, involving a nonradiating composition of a magnetic dipole and a magnetic toroidal 

dipole. Here, we predict, fabricate, and observe experimentally via a series of dark field spectroscopy 

measurements a hybrid anapole of mixed electric and magnetic character, with all the dominant multipoles 

being suppressed by the toroidal terms in a nanocylinder. Remarkably, breaking the spherical symmetry 

allows us to overlap up to four anapoles stemming from different multipoles with just two tuning parameters. 

This effect is due to a symmetry-allowed connection between the resonator's multipolar response and its 

eigenstates. We delve into the physics of such current configurations in the stationary and transient regimes 

and explore new ultrafast phenomena within sub-picosecond timescales associated with the hybrid anapole 

dynamics. Based on our theoretical results, we design a non-Huygens metasurface featuring a dual 



functionality: perfect transparency in the stationary regime and controllable ultrashort pulse beatings in the 

transient. Besides offering significant advantages with respect to electric anapoles, hybrid anapoles can also 

play an essential role in developing the novel field of ultrafast dynamic resonant phenomena. 

 

 

Introduction 

Over the past few years, all-dielectric nanophotonics has become one of the cornerstones of 

modern research in nano-optics[1,2]. Unlike plasmonic structures, dielectric ones make it possible 

to overcome the fundamental limitation of Ohmic losses. Utilizing electric and magnetic Mie-like 

resonances of nanoparticles, consisting of low-loss high-index semiconductor or dielectric 

materials, such as Si, TiO2, Ge, GaAs[3,4], enables manipulating both the electric and magnetic 

components of light at the nanoscale. This emerging field has already led to a wide range of 

exciting applications, such as low-loss discrete dielectric waveguides[5,6], passive and 

reconfigurable directional sources[7,8],  efficient high harmonic generation mechanisms[9], light-

harvesting and antireflective coatings[10–12], all-dielectric metasurfaces with artificially tailored 

optical response[13–16], dielectric beam deflectors[17], subwavelength all-optical liquid 

mixing[18], to mention just a few.  

The ability to adequately describe and predict electromagnetic scattering is of prime importance 

to manipulate the behavior of light at the nanoscale. For this purpose,  different types of 

electromagnetic multipole expansions were introduced[19–23]. The charge-current Cartesian 

decomposition is widely used for describing optical signatures of nano-objects of arbitrary 

shape[19–21]. One of the most intriguing possibilities delivered by this formalism is the ability to 

define the so-called toroidal moment family[24–27]. While the well-known electric toroidal dipole 

moment is associated with the poloidal currents flowing along the meridians of a torus [25], 

higher-order toroidal moments, also known as mean square radii, feature more complex current 

distributions recently investigated theoretically in Refs.[28,29]. 

The electric toroidal dipole is now widely exploited in nanophotonics and metamaterials, active 

photonics[30], ultrasensitive biosensing[24], and applications requiring strong near-field 

localization[31,32].  The fields radiated by toroidal moments share the same angular momentum 

and far-field properties as their electric or magnetic multipolar counterparts, allowing for the 

realization of two exciting effects: (i) enhanced multipolar response[33]  enabled by the 

constructive interference of the fields, and (ii) mutual cancellation of the far-field contributions 

via the destructive one, so-called “anapole”[34].  

In the aforementioned scenario, an anapole corresponded to a scattering minimum from a given 

multipole channel[35],[34], leading to a reduction of the overall far-field scattering and confined 

near-fields[34]. This promising feature has motivated widespread investigations in diverse 

applications of nanoscale light-matter interactions, such as photocatalysis[36], Raman 

scattering[37], strong exciton coupling[38], and second and third harmonic generation[39–42].  

It should be stressed, however, that while there exists a large amount of literature regarding the 

stationary (frequency domain) response of the electric dipole anapole (EDA), the number of 

publications devoted to discussions of transient behavior in the time domain is much fewer.  On 

the other hand, emergent studies point out that the transient regimes may exhibit qualitatively new 

effects, not observable in the stationary states43. In this regard, the understanding and control of 

the transient response of anapoles is yet to be developed and remains an unexplored realm with 

potential applications in the novel field of ultrafast dynamic resonant phenomena[43,44].   



Furthermore, the vast majority of the investigations on EDAs are limited to the electric dipole 

term only[45–48]. Despite the observation of high order EDAs in Ge and Si nanodisks[49], no 

experimental works have proven the existence of magnetic anapoles. If the magnetic anapoles do 

exist, their spectral overlap with electric ones should give rise to the enhanced radiation 

suppression and lead to unprecedently concentration and confinement of the electromagnetic 

energy within the scattering particle. In turn, this effect should provide new exciting degrees of 

freedom for designing light-matter interactions. Until now, this issue has remained a challenging 

task since the formation of the so-called ‘hybrid anapoles (HA)’ requires a careful overlap of 

electric and magnetic multipoles with their toroidal counterparts. Indeed, magnetic toroidal 

moments themselves have only been discussed in a very recent work, where a complex cluster of 

nanodisks was necessary to induce the desired multipole response[50]. 

Importantly, spherically symmetric structures are unable to exhibit HAs[51,52] since the latter 

always remain hidden by the contributions of other multipole moments with non-negligible 

scattering.  Nevertheless, recent developments in the theory of multipole expansions[20,29] have 

opened the possibility to qualitatively and quantitatively investigate higher-order electric and 

magnetic anapoles in scatterers with arbitrary shape, beyond the limitations of the quasistatic 

regime.  

Here, for the first time we design and demonstrate experimentally the existence of such exotic 

current configurations, schematically illustrated in Figure 1a. In the stationary regime, making 

use of our recently developed multipolar formalism[53], we show how anapoles come into being, 

arising from multipoles of alternate electric and magnetic origin, linked in scatterers with broken 

spherical symmetry. This feature makes it possible to spectrally overlap up to four anapoles 

varying just two geometrical parameters of the proposed resonator.   

We show that the counterintuitive opportunity to satisfy four anapole conditions varying only two 

parameters is strongly related to the violation of the scatterer's spherical symmetry, playing a key 

role in our study. As a result, the four conditions become non-independent. The latter is clearly 

shown by treating the problem in terms of open cavity modes, i.e. quasi-normal modes 
[54,55](QNMs, depicted in Figure 1a).  The expansion of the fields on a basis of QNMs 

demonstrates that the overlap of four anapoles occurs owing to the superposition of just two 

fundamental QNMs supported by the structure. 

Physically, the overlap gives rise to the excitation of a ‘super’ dark anapole with strongly 

minimized scattering, accompanied by an extremely effective electromagnetic energy 

concentration within the scatterer (achieving an order of magnitude enhancement with respect to 

the EDA), resulting in highly confined near-fields. The performed analysis also provides a 

complete physical picture of the effect, establishing general theoretical guidelines valid for 

anapoles of arbitrary order and their combinations, in scatterers of arbitrary shape.  

The HA originates from the far-field destructive interference of all the leading electric and 

magnetic Cartesian multipoles of a finite cylindrical scatterer with their associated toroidal 

moments. For the first time, higher-order (quadrupolar) toroidal moments are shown to contribute 

to essential features of the scattering response of an isolated high-index nanoparticle. We validate 

our results by fabricating a series of individual silicon nanocylinders supporting the HA and 

confirm its existence experimentally via dark-field spectroscopy measurements.  

The discussion is further extended to envision future applications of our effect in the novel field 

of ultrafast resonant phenomena. We predict and theoretically describe the unconventional 

temporal dynamics of the HA nanoresonator under a pulse with a sharp temporal cutoff. The 

analysis shows the emission of two ultrashort energy ‘flashes’[56] at the leading and trailing edges 



of the excitation and the formation of coherent beating oscillations[57] in the scattered electric 

field.  

It should be stressed that contrarily to the conventional EDA, the HA preserves its nonradiating 

nature in the presence of any dielectric substrate. The QNM formalism allows us to unveil the 

physical mechanism behind such a counterintuitive effect, and further demonstrate its breakdown 

in the transient regime. The spatiotemporal maps reveal relevant changes in the beating pattern of 

the decaying modes, explicitly dependent on the substrate refractive index.  

Finally, based on the developed theoretical description, we design and demonstrate a dual-

functional metasurface consisting of an array of HA particles combining full transparency in the 

stationary regime and a highly tunable spatiotemporal response in the transient one. 

 

The Cartesian multipole expansion and high-order anapole conditions 

The analysis of a nanoparticle's optical response is usually carried out via the decomposition of 

the scattering cross section as a sum of multipoles, which represent independent scattering 

channels of the object. Here we utilize the irreducible Cartesian multipole expansion derived in 

Ref.[29] (for completeness, also given in the Supporting Information S1), which explicitly 

considers higher-order toroidal moments. The latter interpretation is our starting point towards 

the physical understanding of higher-order anapoles. 

Within this approach, an electric or magnetic anapole of order n in a subwavelength scatterer is 

given by the condition: 
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Here we have denoted n th order electric or magnetic moments with ( )eP and ( )mP , and the 

corresponding electric and magnetic toroidal moments with ( )eT and ( )mT , respectively. The 

number of subscripts indicates each Cartesian tensor's order, i.e., one subscript corresponds to a 

dipole, two correspond to a quadrupole, etc. , ddk   are the wavenumber and the dielectric 

permittivity of the host medium, and dv   is the speed of light in the medium. In the previous we 

have chosen to depart from the usual terminology employed for denoting toroidal moments, which 

refers to the ( )eT as simply ‘toroidal’, to clearly differentiate between toroidal moments 

contributing to radiation of the ‘electric’ type, and those contributing to radiation of the ‘magnetic’ 

type. Their physical origin is also different[29]: the ( )eT originate from poloidal currents, while 

the ( )mT  arise due to circulating magnetic fields.  We also clarify that in order to minimize the 

number of involved terms[22], the coordinate origin for the multipole expansion has been set to 

the particle center of mass.  

 

The HA occurs when more than one multipole moment fulfills Eq.(1) at a given wavelength, 

resulting in a simultaneous suppression of scattering of two or more channels. However, as 

mentioned above, light, in general, can be radiated out through other non-zero multipole moments, 

destroying the overall effect. Thus, only the cancellation of all the leading multipoles can enable 

a true HA.  

 

For the sake of clarity, in the rest of the manuscript, we will rely on the widespread notation for 

low-order multipoles, i.e. p , m  for electric and magnetic dipoles, and 
( )eQ , 

( )mQ  for electric and 

magnetic quadrupoles.  

 

Results 



Observation and multipole analysis of HAs 

Under conventional plane wave illumination, hybrid anapoles of homogeneous spherical particles 

are hidden by the contributions of other multipoles [51,58]. We will show that this restriction 

naturally vanishes for nano-objects with additional geometrical degrees of freedom, like finite 

cylinders or parallelepipeds. We will unveil the fundamental reason behind this unusual behavior 

throughout this work.  

Let us consider a cylindrical silicon nanoparticle in the air. Starting now, we will use amorphous 

silicon (a-Si) in both theoretical and experimental studies (for details refer to the Supporting 

Information S13). The illumination scheme is presented in the left inset of Figure 1b (normally 

incident x -polarized plane wave propagating along z− -direction).  

 

Figure 1. (a) Artistic representation of the novel effect. A normally incident plane wave excites nontrivial 

modal contributions in a Si nanocylinder whose interference with the background field leads to a four-fold 

hybrid anapole yielding the nanoantenna virtually invisible in the far-field, with localized near-field. Inset 

depicts the two resonant eigenmodes' current distributions arising due to standing waves between the top 

and bottom walls (red) and lateral walls (blue) in the vertical plane. (b) Multipole reconstruction of the 

numerically obtained scattering cross section for the cylindrical amorphous silicon nanoparticle. In the 

legend caption, “total” implies that both basic and toroidal contributions of a given multipole are plotted. 

The inset corresponds to the x-component of the electric field. The cylinder's geometrical parameters are 

height H=367 nm and diameter D=252 nm. Point HA ( 782 nm = ) corresponds to the minima of the HA. 

(c) The colored regions indicate the left plot: measured (solid lines) and simulated (dashed lines) scattering 

spectra of single isolated nanocylinders with different diameters D. The spectral positions of the hybrid 

anapoles. Right plot: SEM micrographs of the corresponding nanocylinder samples. The colored edges in 

each micrograph are associated with the measurements' legend entries. (d) Amplitudes and phase 

differences between the multipoles and their toroidal counterparts. Panels from left to right, respectively: 

the basic electric and electric toroidal dipoles, the basic magnetic and magnetic toroidal dipoles, and the 

basic electric and electric toroidal quadrupoles. Amplitudes correspond to the left ordinate-axis, and phase 

differences are read from the right ordinate-axis. 

The design methodology is based on the following: We note that the spectral positions of the full 

(basic together with toroidal contributions), electric dipole and magnetic quadrupole anapoles are 



mainly dependent on the cylinder’s radius. In contrast, the wavelengths of the full magnetic dipole 

and electric quadrupole anapoles change both as functions of the cylinder height and radius. 

Figure S2 in the Supporting Information illustrates the spectral behavior of the multipolar 

anapoles with variations of the geometrical parameters in detail. Thus, carefully tuning these two 

geometrical degrees of freedom makes it possible to place the anapoles of all the leading terms 

ultimately close to each other (Figure 1b), providing a strong scattering minimum (Figure 1b-c, 

point HA). 

The total scattering cross section and its multipole decomposition after the numerical optimization 

are shown in Figure 1b. Good agreement between the sum of the multipole contributions given 

by Eq.(S1) in the Supporting Information and the result of the full-wave simulations in Comsol 

Multiphysics is demonstrated, proving that only the first four multipoles are sufficient to fully 

describe the optical response of the nanocylinder in the visible range. Therefore, the low-

scattering regime renders it perfectly dark to the incident radiation (see the inset on Figure 1b).  

The different panels in Figure 1d show the amplitudes and phase differences of the three most 

relevant multipoles with their toroidal moments. The results further confirm that the generalized 

anapole condition in Eq.(1) is well fulfilled for each pair (the amplitudes are equal, and they are 

rad  out of phase) at the hybrid anapole wavelength 782 = nm. Particularly, this implies that 

we have succeeded in exciting, for the first time, quadrupole anapole moments in the visible range. 

Here we recognize that owing to the presence of polarization losses of the dielectric, the 

cancellation of the electric quadrupole is not as pronounced as in a lossless structure (see 

Supporting Information S17). 

To confirm our theoretical predictions on the hybrid anapole, we have carried out direct scattering 

spectroscopy measurements for a set of standalone nanocylinders with tailored dimensions in the 

optical spectral range (Figure 1c). The measured scattering spectra (solid lines, Figure 1c) exhibit 

a pronounced dip, shifting with the increase of the nanocylinder diameter D, in excellent 

agreement with the calculations (dashed lines, Figure 1c). Technical details on the fabrication 

and the optical measurement setup can be found in the Supporting Information S14. While an 

increase of the nanocylinder's lateral size leads to an overall redshift of the multipole anapoles, 

they almost perfectly overlap at 251 nmD = , where the most pronounced HA results in a large 

drop in scattering efficiency, of almost two orders of magnitude, rendering the nanocylinder 

virtually invisible. We note that the other dips indicated in the measured spectra also correspond 

to HAs, although their overlap is not as much pronounced, but still results in a significant 

scattering reduction. 

The near-zero values of the full scattering coefficients do not imply the induced polarization 

currents in the particle to be also close to zero. This is in agreement with the usual anapole 

behavior[59], but due to the suppression of several multipoles simultaneously, the hybrid anapole 

also displays much better confined internal fields. Figure 3b demonstrates the volume-averaged 

electromagnetic energy density inside the cylinder at the hybrid anapole wavelength to exceed 

nine times the value of free space almost without leakage of the field outside the particle volume. 

In its turn, the latter further reduces the interaction with the surrounding (see the following 

sections).  

New perspectives offered by individual HA nanoresonators 

Both HAs and EDAs are characterized by suppressing far-field radiation while displaying 

enhanced near-fields. This naturally poses the question of whether HAs can present any 

uncommon features and/or fundamental advantages with respect to EDAs for nanophotonics 

applications. To answer this question in detail, Figure 2 shows the internal field distributions and 

multipole moments associated with the conventional nanodisks supporting EDAs, commonly 



employed in nanophotonic designs, in comparison with the HA. The near and far-field 

characteristics of EDAs are currently well understood in terms of the destructive interference of 

the electric dipole and electric toroidal dipole excitations within the nanoresonator[34], whose 

peculiar signature can be appreciated from the poloidal-like field distributions arising within the 

nanoparticle (see Figure 2a). However, the multipole decomposition of the scattering spectra 

reveals that while the electric dipole radiation can be significantly suppressed, EDAs display 

nonnegligible contributions of the magnetic quadrupole to radiation[34]. This corresponds to a 

fundamental limitation of the EDA design, since modes of resonators with inversion symmetry in 

the z-direction will always radiate as combinations of multipoles possessing even or odd 

parity[60,61], and can only be overcome with careful tuning of the incident beam profile[62]. 

 

 

Figure 2. Near and far-field characteristics of electric and hybrid anapoles. (a) From left to right: the 

normalized intensity of the internal electric field in the electric anapole nanodisk, and corresponding vector 

field (gray arrows). Angular pattern of the multipoles radiated and suppressed by the EDA. The two designs 

are obtained by fixing the refractive index 𝑛 = 3.87.  The considered EDA is obtained at 

1.795, / 5kR R H= = , similar to Refs.[40,63]. (b) Same as in (a), for the HA, with 1, / 1/ 3kR R H= = . 

Conversely, the complex mixture of electric and magnetic multipole moments giving rise to the 

HA leads to an internal field distribution unlike the EDA (Figure 2b). It hinders a straightforward 

interpretation of the near-fields in terms of Cartesian multipoles, which already points at a 

different physical origin. As illustrated in Figure 2b, and shown quantitatively in Figure 1b, the 

HA allows to simultaneously suppress the electric and magnetic dipoles and quadrupoles under 

plane wave illumination. Here we must clarify that with the term ‘suppression’ we refer to the 

appearance of strong local minima in the spectra of each multipole channel. The effect is clearly 

appreciable when comparing the scattering cross sections of the two structures (Figure 3a); 

despite that the total volume of the nanoresonator is almost ten times larger than the EDA 

nanodisk, the scattering intensity for the HA is found to be more than ten times weaker and can 

be considered broadband. 

Interestingly, this fact does not decrease the Local Density of Optical States (LDOS), as 

demonstrated by the calculations of the total electromagnetic energy stored within the two 

structures (Figure 3b). The energy stored at the HA nanoresonator surpasses that of the EDA by 

more than an order of magnitude, which promises essential benefits for boosting light-matter 

interactions and enhance nonlinear effects. The stored energy is also significantly higher than that 

of the recently observed 2nd order EDAs[40,63], (a quantitative comparison between EDAs, 2nd 



order EDAs and HAs is provided in section S4 of the Supporting Information). Finally, it can be 

seen that the modes supporting the HA display significantly larger quality factors than the EDA.  

Overall, the numerical studies carried out in this section provide conclusive evidence on the 

superiority of HAs with respect to EDAs as nonradiating sources capable of enhancing light-

matter interactions at the nanoscale.  A more thorough understanding of the effect is thus desirable 

as a means to properly design future applications. 

 

 

Figure 3. Radiated power (a), and stored electromagnetic energy (b), at the electric anapole (indicated by 

A) and the hybrid anapole (denoted with HA). The geometrical parameters are the same as in Figure 2. 

The grey band in the plots indicates the spectral position corresponding to the destructive interference 

between the electric dipole and the electric toroidal dipole giving rise to the EDA. Despite having a volume 

around ten times larger than EDAs, the hybrid anapole's radiation suppression is an order of magnitude 

more efficient and can be considered broadband. Contrarily, the total stored electromagnetic energy is 

enhanced by more than an order of magnitude. In (b), the electromagnetic energy has been normalized on 
3010 J−

 to facilitate the interpretation. 

Intrinsic modal content of the hybrid anapole 

While Cartesian multipoles are suitable for the description of far-fields, in this section we employ 

the natural QNM expansion[55] of near-fields and internal currents, which in the following will 

allow us to unveil the physics behind the HA further. QNMs provide a suitable basis for the 

induced polarization currents, which can then be expanded according to: 

 ( ) ( )( ,(, ) ,) inci 



 =    −  J r EJr r . (2) 

Here ( ) ( )i = − r rJ E , ( )   and  are, respectively, the induced modal scattering current 

distribution as a function of the internal mode field, the excitation coefficient of the mode    

describing its contribution to the total current at a given frequency, and the permittivity contrast 

with the host environment.  

We use a modified version of the freeware MAN developed by the authors of Ref.[54]. More 

details on the approach can be found in the Supporting Information S5, S6. For simplicity, we 

consider a dispersionless, lossless nanocylinder with a constant refractive index 3.87n 

(corresponding to aSi at 780 nm), so that the excitation coefficients depend solely on the fields of 

an individual QNM[54]. Losses and refractive index dispersion of the original design are 

negligible in the considered spectral range (see Supporting Information S12). Therefore, this 

approximation does not significantly change the scattering cross section and average 

electromagnetic energy density. 



The QNM expansion results are displayed in the different panels of Figure 2. The correctness of 

our calculations in the studied spectral range, particularly near the scattering dip, is well validated 

in Figures 2a-b by comparing the sum of the individual QNM contributions with the numerically 

obtained total scattering cross section (a) and average electromagnetic energy density inside the 

cylinder (b). From here on, we shall label the QNMs with the standardized notation for the modes 

of isolated cylindrical cavities[64], i.e. ( , )uvTE TM , where the sub-indices denote the number of 

standing wave maxima in the azimuthal ( )u , radial ( )v  , and axial ( )  directions. TE  and TM

indicate the predominant nature of the internal field distribution. Specifically, TM  (transverse 

magnetic) modes have 0zH  , while TE  (transverse electric) have 0zE  .  

 

 

Figure 4. (a) Alternative scattering cross section decomposition using the QNM expansion method. The 

full-wave simulation is nearly the same (without losses), as in Figure 4, but linearly. Colored lines are the 

individual contributions of the physical QNMs. The contributions of modes having their resonances outside 

the considered spectral range are added up in the green dashed line. The resonant modes in the considered 

spectral range are associated with the 111TE , 120TE , and 113TM modes of an isolated cylinder. The blue 

line corresponds to the reconstructed scattering cross section, confirming that all the resonant spectral 

features can be successfully recovered via this method, and demonstrating good agreement near the hybrid 

anapole, point HA. (b) Spectra of the volume-averaged electromagnetic field energy inside the cylinder and 

the excited modes (see Supporting Information S15, for a numerical justification of the latter 

decomposition). Colors and legends are the same as in (a). The electromagnetic energy density has been 

normalized with respect to the incident electromagnetic energy density in the vacuum 
2

0 0EMw E=  . 

Excellent agreement is obtained with the full-wave simulations. (c) Normalized internal electric field 

distributions of the two most relevant modal contributions near point A, from left to right, associated with 

Fabry-Perot ( 113TM ) and Mie-like ( 120TE ) standing wave patterns ( 111TE  is very weak near the hybrid 

anapole), respectively. Their addition via Eq. (2), together with the background modes (Bckg.), leads to the 

reconstruction of the internal fields of the hybrid anapole, also displayed on the right-hand side of (c). All 

the electric fields have been normalized with their respective maxima, to enhance their visualization. 



The spectral behavior of each resonant QNM is described by a Fano lineshape[65], (see Supporting 

Information, S6). The other nearby QNMs constitute the background scattering contribution of 

the particle.  

In Figure 4a we note that a total of three QNMs resonate in the visible range. The correct 

reconstruction of the scattering cross section requires considering background modes, despite 

their resonances being outside the considered spectral range (green dashed line). Nevertheless, 

only the 113TM  and 120TE modes present a ‘Fano-like’ response at point HA.   

The pronounced low scattering regime can be easily grasped as a consequence of modal 

interference: a clear sign that this is indeed the case are the resonant negative contributions to 

scattering presented by both the 120TE and 113TM modes. It implies that, when the incident field 

impinges in the resonator, energy exchange takes place between the two and the background 

QNM fields[66]. This owes to the fact that the QNMs do not obey the usual conjugate inner 

product relation of orthogonal modes in Hermitian systems[67]. It is important to emphasize the 

unusual feature of the hybrid anapole: the two resonant QNMs dominating the spectra are 

simultaneously negatively suppressed by interference with the background. For comparison, the 

QNM decomposition of a conventional dipole anapole disk is given in the Supporting Information 

S7. 

A completely different picture arises within the resonator. Figure 4b presents the modal 

decomposition of the internal energy stored in the cylinder in the vicinity of point HA. This is one 

of the main results of the section. Contrarily to the multipole expansion, the QNM decomposition 

allows us to distinguish the eigenmodes' contributions to the internal fields clearly. Firstly, we 

observe a significant enhancement of the electromagnetic energy (around nine times), with respect 

to the incident plane wave. Secondly, it is clearly seen that the stored energy at the hybrid anapole 

is mainly driven by the 113TM  mode due to its higher quality factor and the proximity of its 

resonant wavelength to the hybrid anapole wavelength, in a minor measure by the 120TE and the 

sum of the background contributions. Overall, the QNM analysis given in Figure 4 demonstrates 

that both the invisibility effect (outside the cylinder) and the internal energy enhancement at the 

HA are mediated by the simultaneous resonant response of the 113TM  and the 120TE  modes. On 

the other hand, the background modes, while they do not apparently define the spectral features 

of the figures of merit, also play an important role since their interference with the resonant ones 

gives rise to the invisibility effect. This interpretation is consistent with early investigations 

regarding the formation of Fano lineshapes' in the scattering cross section of spherical 

resonators[58]. 

The electric field distributions of the 120TE and 113TM  modes are shown in Figure 4c. Following 

Refs.[68,69] we can classify the first as a ‘Mie’ type mode, similar to the ones supported by an 

infinite cylinder, while the second is of the ‘Fabry-Perot’ (FP) type [68], arising due to the 

formation of a standing wave pattern between the top and bottom walls of the resonator, i.e. 

having non-zero axial wavenumber ( 1 ). Their distinct origin unveils the reason why it is 

possible to obtain a HA in this particular geometry, contrarily to spherical scatterers. As shown 

in the Supporting Information S8, the real parts of the eigenwavelengths of the modes in the 

cylinder can be estimated as[70] 
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where uvz is the thv root of the thu Bessel function of the first kind for TE modes, or its first 

derivative for TM modes. For FP modes, 0  and the denominator in Eq. (3) displays a strong 

dependence on the cylinder's aspect ratio /D H  . In contrast, since 0=  for Mie modes, their 

eigenwavelengths only change with D . Thus, the eigenwavelengths and the multipolar content 

of these two mode types are independently tunable, resulting in a flexible control over the 

resonator's optical response and enabling the simultaneous scattering suppression observed in 

Figure 1a-b, and Figure 4a -the hybrid anapole.  

A straightforward comparison between the QNM and multipolar methods allows determining the 

multipoles radiated by a given QNM (see the Supporting Information S9). Specifically, Figure S5 

leads us to conclude that the 120TE  mode emits primarily as p , with a minor ( )mQ . In contrast, 

the 113TM  mode scatters as a combination of m  and ( )eQ  (in both cases, referring to both their 

basic and toroidal counterparts). When scattering from a mode is resonantly suppressed, radiation 

from the multipoles associated with it is also strongly minimized, and results in the different 

multipole anapoles observed in the decomposed spectra of Figure 4a. Thus, the close proximity 

of the destructive interference points of the 120TE and 113TM  modes at point HA leads to an 

overlap of the anapoles of the four dominant multipoles. In this fashion, using the QNM expansion 

approach, we have shown an alternative and general physical explanation of dark scattering 

regimes and qualitatively illustrated its link to the particle's multipolar response. This self-

consistent approach will further be effectively applied to understand the physics behind the 

particle-substrate interaction. 

As a final remark, we point out that the quality factors of the 120TE structure's and 113TM modes 

are, respectively, 12 and 33. A direct comparison with the 120TE supporting a conventional 

anapole disk (see Supporting Information S7) shows that the mode's quality factor at the hybrid 

anapole is more than four times larger, confirming the earlier discussion of Figure 3b. Therefore, 

we anticipate the much better performance of the hybrid anapole for second and third harmonic 

generation processes with respect to conventional anapole disks, since nonlinear scattering cross 

sections scale linearly with the quality factors of the modes involved[71]. 

 

Hidden mechanism inducing the preservation of the HA for an arbitrary dielectric substrate 

 

We will now illustrate a novel effect in detail, unique to the hybrid anapole, by which its 

nonradiating nature can be preserved in the stationary regime when deposited on any dielectric 

substrate. The underlying mechanism will be harnessed in the following sections to modulate the 

transient response of the isolated nanocylinder. 

In comparison with any other scattering phenomena including conventional anapoles, the hybrid 

anapole is remarkably robust in the presence of a substrate. This particular behavior is illustrated 

in Figure 5a, where we have plotted the calculated scattering cross sections of the cylinder in free 

space and deposited over glass ( 1.5sn = ), hypothetical substrates with 2, 3sn =  and over 

amorphous silicon ( 3.87sn = ). The amplitude and spectral position of the scattering dip are 

almost undisplaced from the free-space values while the refractive index contrast at the bottom 

of the particle remains non-zero. However, we observe drastic changes in the Fano profile's shape, 

once the contrast is absent (silicon particle over silicon substrate). There is a nontrivial underlying 

mechanism by which the hybrid anapole is “protected” against modifications of the substrate 

refractive index. The physics becomes transparent when examining the distinct nature of the two 

resonant modes involved in forming the HA (Figure 5c). On the one hand, increasing the 

substrate's refractive index leads to a decrease in the lower wall reflectivity, which is crucial for 



the standing Fabry-Perot mode 113TM  inside the resonator, while approaching sn  at the particle’s 

refractive index results in a higher energy leak towards the substrate and a substantial decrease in 

the quality factor Q . Consequently, the resonance flattens and disappears when the lower 

boundary becomes transparent, as shown in Figure 5b.  

The standing wave pattern of the 113TM  resembles a one-dimensional Fabry-Perot cavity on a 

dielectric substrate. The QNMs of this simplified model have the advantage of being analytically 

solvable[55], thus providing valuable physical insight easy to extrapolate to the problem at hand. 

As we derive in the Supporting Information S11, the QNMs are formed by two interfering plane 

waves traveling in opposite directions inside the cavity, when the driving wavelength satisfies the 

condition 

 2
21 23 1r r w = , (4) 

where exp( )rw ik n H=  and 21 23,r r  are the Fresnel reflection coefficients from the cavity-air and 

the cavity-substrate interfaces, respectively. The quality factor of a QNM with axial index is 

calculated as 

 
( )23 21ln

Q
r r


= − . (5) 

Equation (5) serves very well to illustrate the substrate influence on the 113TM  mode. When the 

two reflection coefficients are unity, the energy is completely stored inside the resonator and Q

is infinite. Similarly, a decrease in the substrate reflection coefficient leads to radiative losses and 

a decrease in the quality factor, effectively becoming zero when the contrast is absent. Indeed, a 

lower quality factor leads to less appreciable spectral features, as observed in the simulations 

(Figure 5b). Another important conclusion can be drawn from the expression of the 

eigenfrequency  , given by (see Supporting Information S11) : 

 ( )23 21
2 4

ln
p p

c c
i

n
r

H n H
r = +


. (6) 

The real part of the resonant wavelength of the QNM is independent of the refractive index at the 

walls. Thus, modifying sn does not shift the spectral position of the resonance (i.e. does not shift 

the hybrid anapole wavelength), but simply changes the amplitude and width of the Fano profile. 

With proper normalization, and employing the notation of the inset in Figure 5b, the amplitudes 

of the incoming and outgoing plane waves inside the resonator are 12 2wA r+ =  and 

22 3wA r− =  , with ( )1/ 4H =   (see Supporting Information S11 for details). Plane waves 

reflected from the substrate are thus decreased with decreasing index contrast. Consequently, the 

same occurs with the lower field maxima of the 113TM . While this prediction is observed in the 

simulations for relatively low contrasts, the behavior at minimal differences is very different (see 

the case 3sn = in Figure 5c). In the latter situation, the standing waves along z become negligible 

compared to the initially weaker standing waves in the x-y plane, and the QNM can only be well 

described numerically.  

Contrarily, it is noteworthy that even comparably small contrast (3 – 3.87) leads to enough 

contribution of the 120TE  mode to preserve the scattering dip still (see Figure 5b). This second 



mode's standing wave pattern develops in the lateral walls of the cylinder, and therefore depends 

much less on variations of the reflectivity of the lower wall, keeping an almost constant quality 

factor (see Supporting information S10). Most of the QNM energy is then stored in the resonator 

even in the case of zero effective contrast with the substrate, as demonstrated in Figure 5c. It 

results in a larger contribution of the 120TE mode to extinction at small contrasts, and a decrease 

of radiation from the electric quadrupole and magnetic dipole. The hybrid anapole is now mainly 

driven by electric dipole radiation stemming from the 120TE mode (see Figure S6b in the 

Supporting Information). Thus, for large sn  the hybrid anapole degenerates into a conventional 

electric dipole anapole, but still retains its non-radiative nature, since the other multipoles become 

negligible due to the small reflections at the lower wall of the nanocylinder. 

 

Characteristics and substrate-mediated modulations of the temporal dynamics of HAs 

The QNM theoretical framework is highly suited for quantitative investigations of nanoresonator 

dynamics under ultrashort pulses[54]. While challenging to explore, the effects taking place at the 

scale of tens of fs are gradually becoming experimentally accessible[72,73]. They can result in 

counterintuitive phenomena challenging to interpret in terms of the multipolar machinery 

commonly utilized to design the optical response of nanoresonators under continuous wave (CW) 

illumination.  

The study of the temporal dynamics of Fano resonances arising in different photonic systems has 

been gaining increasing interest recently[44,57,74] since the knowledge of both the spatial and 

temporal structure of the scattered field can enable a more comprehensive understanding of its 

interaction with matter[75] under ultrashort pulses. Among the novel, promising effects, Fano 

resonances have been shown to display ultrafast energy spikes when illuminated by a pulse with 

sharp variation[75]. Such energy spikes were tentatively associated with the rapid breakdown of 

the balance between the high and low Q modes whose mutual destructive interference leads to 

the Fano profile under CW illumination. 

While the spikes were predicted in infinite cylindrical scatterers, here we anticipate for the first 

time their occurrence in a realistic structure in the optical regime. Simultaneously, the coherent 

interplay between the 120TE , 113TM and the background modes induce beating. While this second 

effect might not seem remarkable at first glance, it opens the possibility to realize ultrafast time 

modulation of the scattered signal in the transient regime. 

To investigate the system's time dynamics, we initially perform a series of numerical experiments 

(see Figure 5d-g). In the simulations shown in Figure 5d-g, the hybrid anapole nanoparticle is 

excited by a plane wave square pulse with duration 400fs = , (see inset in Figure 5d) sufficiently 

long to observe both stationary and transient regimes. The scattered power is then plotted in 

Figure 5d, and a more detailed view of the transient after the pulse is shown in Figure 5e for 

different refractive index contrasts with the substrate. In all cases, sharp energy spikes occur right 

after the pulse shut-off. However, the number and shape of the peaks are different for each 

scenario. Remarkably, regardless of the substrate index, the radiated power in the stationary 

regime remains negligible due to the mechanism described above. The HA thus behaves very 

differently in the stationary and transient regimes; while being nonradiative in the stationary 

regime for any dielectric substrate, in the transient, it emits energy spikes that can be controlled 

with the underlying substrate. 

The latter behavior is also reflected on the recorded spatiotemporal maps of the xE field in 

Figures 5f-g, where the characteristics of the system's beating can be fully grasped. Interestingly, 



contrary to the conventional Fano resonance[57], we observe the formation of several beatings at 

the trailing edge of the pulse.  

We note that, unlike in Ref.[76] for our system, it would be incorrect to trace an analogy with a 

two-level quantum system to describe the time dynamics, since the optical response of the 

structure is driven by several eigenmodes (several QNMs).  We investigate the system's modal 

dynamics in detail by calculating the QNM contributions to the scattered field in the time domain 

via a Fast Fourier Transform algorithm, following Ref. [54]. The scattered field at any point in 

space can then be written as ( ) ( ) ( ),sca t A t 



=E r E r , where ( )A t is the contribution of mode 

labeled with   (see specifics in Supporting Information S16). The calculations demonstrate that, 

despite the broader content of Fourier harmonics contained in the square pulse, the transient 

effects at the start and end of the latter are mediated by the same QNMs responsible for the HA 

in the CW regime (see Figure S11). 

At high contrasts, the 113TM  mode leaks from the resonator, and a well-defined beating pattern 

is observed. The beating is even along the x-axis, reflecting the symmetry of the fields of the 

dominant modes. At lower contrast, the decreased contribution of the 113TM  leads to exponential 

damping, a clear sign of the predominance of a single resonant mode.  

 

 

Figure 5. Stationary and transient response of the hybrid anapole with different index contrasts with the 

substrate. (a) Scheme depicting the setup and the excited eigenmodes. (b) Comparison between the 

numerically obtained scattering cross sections for the nanocylinder with the size from Figure 1, deposited 

on substrates with increasing refractive index. The calculations are performed with the full experimental 

aSi refractive index given in the Supporting Information S13. Inset of (b): One-dimensional Fabry Perot 

model of the 113TM mode. (c) xz field distributions of the QNMs 120TE and 113TM when the cylinder is 



deposited over substrates with the different refractive index. As predicted by our theory, losses from the 

113TM mode increase when decreasing the refractive index contrast. Contrarily, the 120TE mode remains 

confined in the scatterer. (d-f): Temporal response of the hybrid anapole under a plane wave square pulse 

injected at 200 fs with a duration of 400 fs; (d) Scattered power as a function of time; (e) Different beating 

patterns of the decaying eigenmodes after the plane wave excitation as a function of sn ; (f-g) 

Spatiotemporal maps of the x-component of the scattered electric field measured along the x axis for 1sn =  

(f) and 2sn = (g), measured from the beginning of the modal decay. The color bars are saturated for better 

visualization. 

To gain insight into the mechanism responsible for the energy spikes, we develop a simple 

approach to calculate the QNM decomposition of the instantaneous power radiated by the 

nanoresonator, given by: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
V

A t AP t dt
+

  

 

   
=     

      
  SE r rH , (7) 

The integral runs over the resonator's external boundary V + . Eq. (7) is quite general and can be 

applied to calculate ( )P t  from an arbitrary nanoresonator embedded in an arbitrary non-

absorptive, passive environment and illuminated by an arbitrary pulse. The derivation is given in 

section S16 of the Supporting Information.  We first reconstruct ( )P t with Eq.(7), with a basis of 

50 QNMs, obtaining good agreement with FDTD simulations (Figure 6a-b). A mismatch is 

observed in the amplitude of the two energy spikes, but the calculation successfully reproduces 

the main features of the transient effects. We attribute the mismatch to a reduced QNM basis and 

the strong dependence on the finite-element mesh utilized to calculate the modal fields. However, 

the underlying mechanisms are better understood with a simplified model with three QNMs, 

corresponding to the resonant 120TE  and 113TM , together with a single background mode. A 

comparison of this model with the basis with 50 QNMs (including discretized modes of the 

continuum, so-called PML modes[55,77]) is given in Figure S13 of the Supporting Information. 

Interestingly, Eq.(7)  features interference terms between different QNMs of the form 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
V

dA t A t
+

  



  SE r rH , which play an important role, as shown in Figure 6c (green 

curve). In the stationary regime, the interference between the 113TM  and the background mode 

results in a negative contribution to the radiated power. On the other hand, the direct terms 

contribute positively, and the addition of the two results in smaller scattering (destructive 

interference), in analogy with the classical interpretation with toroidal moments. When the 

incident pulse is shut-off at 600 fs, the direct terms start decaying exponentially, but the 

interference terms abruptly become positive. Since the QNMs responsible for the interference 

terms have very different eigenfrequencies, beating is induced, and as a result, two positive energy 

peaks appear in the spectra.  



 

Figure 6. Modal decomposition of the radiated power as a function of time. (a) FDTD calculations of the 

radiated power in the transient, for the pulse depicted in Figure 5d. (In all the calculations, the cylinder is 

in the air). (b) reconstruction of the radiated power with 50 QNMs. (c) Reduced QNM model with only 3 

QNMs (their normalized electric field norms) also allows reproducing all the essential physics of the system 

dynamics. The curve captioned ‘Bckg interference’ includes the cross terms between a background mode, 

identifiable as the well-known magnetic dipole mode[78], and the resonant 113TM mode. The curve 

captioned ‘Resonant QNMs’ consists of the direct terms of the 113TM and 120TE  modes. ‘Sum’ 

corresponds to the addition of the direct and interference terms. The colored arrows indicate which QNMs 

have been used to calculate each curve.  

We note that the interference terms in vacuum are mainly driven by the interaction of the 113TM  

mode with the background. However, as shown in Figure 5b, the 120TE mode increases its overall 

contribution to scattering when the index contrast with the substrate decreases. A controlled 

variation of the substrate index can therefore modify the modal content, and consequently modify 

the number, shape, and amplitude of the energy spikes. 

 

Non-Huygens transparent metasurface with controllable transients 

The potential that transient modulation offers can be fully exploited in practice by fabricating 

metasurfaces inheriting (and enhancing), the single-particle mechanism described in the previous 

section.  

In particular, the HA can be harnessed to design fully transmissive, all-dielectric metasurfaces 

without relying on the well-known Huygens condition[7,79], and simultaneously realize 

controllable ultrafast switching by harnessing transients (see Figure 5a-d). Contrarily to the latter, 



the light traverses the structure without significant phase variation, thus rendering the metasurface 

invisible (see shadowed selection in Figure 7b). This is a direct consequence of Eq.(1). It can be 

easily seen by writing the transmission coefficient as a sum of the relevant multipole contributions 

of the meta-atoms[80]: 

 ( ) ( )1 m ep m Q Q
t t t t t= + + + +  (8) 

Each term in the previous sum is proportional to the corresponding total multipole moment (basic 

and toroidal contributions).  

  

 

Figure 7. Design of a subwavelength hybrid anapole-based metasurface, featuring dual functionality in the 

stationary and ultrafast regimes. The period is set to 530 nm.  (a) artistic representation of the proposed 

metasurface operating at the hybrid anapole in the stationary regime. The structure is illuminated by an x-

polarized plane wave, passing through the array completely undistorted. (b)  Transmission, absorption, and 

phase of the transmitted wave with respect to the incident one. As predicted by Eqs. (1) and (8), the out-of-

phase basic and toroidal moments induce a transparency band with minimal phase perturbation (shaded 

region). The calculations have been performed in the presence of a substrate with  1.5sn = . (c) Artistic 

representation illustrating the metasurface response in the sub-ps regime, when excited by a plane wave 

pulse. (d) xE component of the scattered field from the metasurface as a function of time at the end of the 

plane wave pulse, for 1.5sn = and after increasing the substrate index by 0.2. The results demonstrate that 

transient oscillations of the metasurface are highly sensitive to changes in the substrate index, opening a 

pathway towards tunable ultrafast beating. 

When Eq. (1) is fulfilled, the multipolar contributions in Eq. (8) are zero. Consequently, we are 

left with 1t   in Eq. (8), and the incident wave leaves the system unperturbed (see Figure 7a). 



This condition is closely fulfilled in a transmission band around the hybrid anapole wavelength 

( nm782 =  as previously), as indicated in Figure 7b. Polarization losses induce absorption, 

which slightly decreases transmission.  The considered period (530 nm) is not unique, i.e. once 

the geometry supporting the hybrid anapole for an isolated particle is known, a subwavelength 

metasurface of such particles will mimic the single-particle behavior far away from the first 

diffraction order[81]. 

In analogy with the single-particle behavior, the metasurface induces ultrafast beating of the 

scattered field in the transients at the beginning and the end of a plane wave pulse (see Figures 

7c-d). Remarkably, however, the sensitivity to the contrast with the underlying substrate is 

significantly accentuated, inducing large changes in the modulated scattered signal with an 

increase of sn  of only 0.2, as can also be observed in the supplementary video, where the 

complete picture on the evolution of the near-field topology as a function of time is presented. 

The sub-ps relaxation times of the metasurface, together with the high sensitivity of the transients 

to the substrate index opens an exciting pathway towards the spatiotemporal control of ultrafast 

dynamic effects. Among the interesting perspectives, ultrashort laser pulses can be effectively 

modulated in time by tailoring the transient phenomena. The high substrate sensitivity can be 

exploited to dynamically tune the transient response of the metasurface in different temporal 

regimes by selecting the appropriate modulation technology[82]. The bulk refractive index of the 

substrate can be tuned, for example, using phase-change materials such a GeTe[83] using 

temperature as a control parameter. More sophisticated, yet much faster refractive index changes 

could be achieved by tuning optical nonlinearities arising in the substrate as a function of the 

incident beam intensity (e.g. if ITO constitutes the underlying substrate[84]). Finally, modifying 

the free electron density in the substrate with electrical gating[85] might be a promising approach 

to achieve the desired tunability in practical applications. 

 

Discussion 

In the stationary regime, we have theoretically predicted and experimentally confirmed the 

existence of hybrid anapoles, previously unnoticed non-scattering regimes requiring the 

simultaneous destructive interference of electric and magnetic cartesian multipoles with their 

toroidal counterparts. Remarkably, only two design parameters are necessary to spectrally overlap 

four multipole anapoles. This counterintuitive behavior is explained by a careful analysis of the 

eigenmodes, which confirms that breaking the spherical symmetry leads to additional conditions 

linking the electric and magnetic anapoles to the same QNM. For the first time, quadrupole 

anapoles and magnetic anapoles have been confirmed experimentally in isolated subwavelength 

nanoparticles. To broaden our knowledge of anapole electrodynamics beyond the electric dipole 

approximation, we have developed a solid physical picture regarding the fundamental eigenmodes 

driving the resonator response. Magnetic anapoles and quadrupole anapoles display field 

confinements several times larger than electric anapoles, promising higher enhancements of 

nonlinearities in the absence of linear scattering. In section S18 of the Supporting Information, 

we also demonstrate the possibility to obtain the HA regime under illumination by a focused 

Gaussian beam possessing orbital angular momentum. Theoretically, the HA, unlike a 

conventional nanoantenna, should not experience any torque nor net force, an ‘unmovable’ object. 

This could open interesting opportunities for optical manipulation. 

In the transient regime, the prior analysis has allowed us to design at will the breakdown of the 

hybrid anapole conditions to obtain ultrafast modulation of the scattered power. The present 

theory shows that efficient spatiotemporal control of the transients mediated by the underlying 

substrate can be achieved while maintaining scattering in the stationary regime at the vanishing 



level. Following the established theoretical guidelines, we propose and verify numerically a non-

Huygens, subwavelength metasurface obeying the same principles and therefore featuring a 

double functionality: (i) substrate-independent full transparency in both amplitude and phase 

mediated by the hybrid anapole in the stationary regime, and (ii) ultrafast, substrate-dependent 

signal modulation in the transient regime, mediated by its breakdown. The necessary changes in 

the substrate refractive index to observe appreciable modifications of the transient response of the 

metasurface are well in the range of available technologies for dynamic tuning[83], drastically 

expanding the available degrees of freedom. 

Therefore, combining our findings with up-to-date modulation techniques holds great promise for 

future applications in the emerging field of ultrafast dynamic nanophotonics. Remarkably, the 

ultrashort scattering peaks arising at the transient can be used to enhance ultrafast 

nonlinearities[74] (e.g. single-particle lasing) or coded in terms of their intensity as a function of 

the substrate index to realize light-based computing[86].  

Finally, the proposed non-Huygens metasurface can enable the temporal/spectral shaping of fs 

laser pulses by interfering the latter with the outgoing scattered signal. 
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